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A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical and amusing characters

Reviews of the Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Barry
Moser,Lewis Carroll
Iaran
SHAME ON AMAZON! Once again they have put reviews of a variety of Alice editions together
without any regard to the volume in question. This is not a pop-up, not a coloring book, does not lack
illustrations, is not small, and is not specifically intended for young children. This is an annotated
edition meant to inform and entertain older readers with a variety of illustrations including the black
and white originals. For those who wish to know the tale behind the jokes and puzzles a must. Other
readers may wish a more streamlined edition or a modern 'retelling' with colored illustrations by

contemporary artists. I'm sure they'll find a review for all versions in this hodgepodge.
Dagdalas
We ordered the Alice in Wonderland with the green leather cover. I thought it was difficult to tell
which reviews went with which versions. I'm really glad we grabbed this version, the cover (despite
the ugly green color) is quite beautiful with embossed lettering and shiny red roses and border. The
edge of the pages are golden, there is a red ribbon for marking your page. All of the original artwork
is presented, and the page layouts are perfect. The front and back cover have a vivid full color
painting of the tea party. If you are looking for a high quality version of the book, I couldn't
recommend this one more. The size is medium. It is half way between the size of a paperback and a
hard cover text book.
Kulalbine
This review is for the RED "hardcover" and I will post pictures because when I read reviews prior to
purchase I was super confused and had no idea which book the reviews were about.
First, the cover is gorgeous but it's not "hardcover" (see photo). It's a lovely soft cover, covered with
leather which is partially embossed; the gold lettering appears to be painted on. The back cover is
just as well made and embossed as well.
Second, this is the full version of both stories, not an "abridged" version.
The generous illustrations are beautifully done.
I can't believe this book is only $10!
I hope my review helps!
Raelin
I don't always like annotated editions, but I bought this one because both stories were included and
it retains all of the original illustrations like the ones I remember reading as a child. Having said
that, I enjoyed the illustrations by other artists included for historical context. Some of them are
quite stunning, in fact. The thing I hate about annotated editions is the way the annotations create
visual "clutter." Yes, that is the case here as well. I really have to force my slightly OCD-like mind to
ignore that and concentrate on the text of the story. However, as a history buff, I enjoy reading the
annotations from a historical perspective. It's a big book, so if you enjoy a hefty hardcover, this is the
one for you.
Viashal
I bought Ingpen's lavishly illustrated volumes for my son. I think they'd be most children's
favourites, and the pictures match Carroll's text so well! Ingpen isn't my favourite illustrator for
every story. But for Alice, he's just right. Absurd illustrations make 'Alice' even more trippy for
older/daring readers. But to a sensitive young child, bizarre pictures may turn a challenging but
rewarding story downright disturbing. Ingpen's understated, accurate art illuminates the text while
sating and soothing the senses. Ingpen's are my favourite images because they seem most 'real'--the
way a 7-year-old child would have dreamed them, the way I pictured the words when I read them to
myself at that age. They're well-made books too, with thick, durable uncoated paper. You'll want to
cover your dust jackets, though; the covers are quite plain.
Wonderland: ISBN-10: 1402768354 ISBN-13: 978-1402768354
Looking Glass: ISBN-10: 0957148399 ISBN-13: 978-0957148390
"The Complete Alice: with the Original Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel in Full Colour" is my pick of
editions with Tenniel's classic (and brilliant!) illustrations. Full colour adds so much! This is a
beautifully designed book for the most part. I just find it too WHITE! I understand why they went
with a white cover, but they really should have found a way to make red work. I object on historical,
artistic, & practical grounds. The inside has the same problem: too much white space to even look
right. I wish they'd either kept the print & picture size the same but made the book smaller & less
cumbersome, or else enlarged the printed portion to use more of each oversized page. Still, it's a
pretty impressive presentation. After hours of research & comparison, this (ISBN-10: 1627794352
ISBN-13: 978-1627794350) it's the copy I chose for my daughter. That says a lot, considering how

frustrated I am with some of the publisher's choices!
Adult fans & older children might share my enjoyment of John Vernon Lord's interpretations.
Since Alice can seem quite a daunting book to the target-aged independent reader, I love the idea of
publishing 'Alice' in a boxed set of 22 miniature hardcover volumes. Imagine a fancy shoebox of
sturdy, tiny Alice books on your child's shelf at home, or second-graders racing each other for the
next volume at school! Unfortunately, Oxenbury's illustrations practically ruin the story. The
modernization of Alice wasn't the big issue for me. The problem is far more serious: Oxenbury's
artwork does not match the tone of Carroll's story AT ALL. I adore some of Oxenbury's books--and
the pictures in this one are cute, too. I don't think Oxenbury was trying to make any statement. (If
so, it doesn't work.) It seems she just didn't adapt her style to the author's. I wish someone else
would give this concept a try. Little kids may be too intimidated to even start a long classic, because
they fear 'failure'. Contrariwise, the success of finishing one short (yet respectable) book just makes
them eager to read the next! But the illustrations have got to work.
CONVERSE
This is incredible! Absolutely beautiful.. Extended my expectations!! I have seriously never seen a
more beautiful book! The detail is awesome and even the story itself is from the original Lewis
Carroll version. Not only is each page a beautiful pop up.. But each page has mini fold out pages
with more pop up artwork. This will be a keepsake for our family. SO glad I bought this and will look
at buying others!
Shaktit
First off - it's one condensed book and not four. The original image that loaded when I viewed this
showed the picture that's on the cover, not the cover itself. I thought I was getting four books. I was
disappointed with that, but thought if the original content was fine, then I could live with it.
HOWEVER! They manged to condense the book by removing all the original formatting and
illustrations that helped to make the stories. The illustrations where why I wanted a physical copy of
the book again after losing the one from my childhood in various moves. Frankly, I'm disgusted at
this and am returning it.
"And what is the use of a book," thought Alice, "without pictures or conversations?"
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